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Abstract
This study examines the changes in the economic, social and cultural
community due to sustainable tourism development in the Kutuh Petulu Village
Ubud Bali. The advancement of technology and information is very fast causing
all components of life to change both the values and culture of society with the
rapid modernization in all fields causing changes in the economic, social and
cultural, lifestyle that is very dynamic. The problem in this study: How are the
economic, social and cultural changes of the community due to sustainable
tourism development in the Kutuh Petulu Village of Ubud Bali. The purpose of
this study: to understand and describe the meaning and form of environmental,
economic, social and cultural changes due to sustainable tourism development
in Kutuh Village Ubud, Bali. This study uses a descriptive qualitative method,
using proportional sampling techniques consisting of managers of Villas and
Hotels as well as people who work in the tourism sector in the Kutuh Petulu
Village, Ubud, Bali. Sustainable tourism development is an effort by the
government and the community to create jobs for future generations so that
Bali's Groos Domestic Product is increasing given the enormity of globalization.
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1 Introduction
Tourism development began to be felt, namely the economic rate that began to increase. The tourism sector
has become one of the cornerstones of the people of Ubud in improving their standard of living and this must
be fought continuously. This is the importance of the realization of sustainable tourism development cannot
be denied, the development of the tourism sector does bring employment to the community, this is then
expected to improve the quality of life of the people (Amerta et al., 2018; Wisudawati & Maheswari, 2018).
This must be considered, be aware that the tourism sector can bring in a lot of jobs, business opportunities
and increased regional income. Since 2017, it is considered as an important moment to celebrate international
tourism day. The UN World Tourism Organization (UNWTO), the UN agency in charge of the tourism sector,
even predicted in 2017 as the "International Year of Sustainable Tourism for Development". This campaign is
echoed as support for the United Nations Sustainable Development Goals program campaign. Since the
beginning of the year, the United Nations has been working to increase global public awareness for tourism
and change tourism as a catalyst for change in a more positive direction. With the establishment of tourism as
one of the leading sectors of the national economy by targeting 20 million tourists with an estimated income
of around Rp. 260 trillion, the Minister of Tourism on several occasions often said that "Tourism is the future
of Indonesia". The statement then leads to the question, then, how the role of tourism in contributing to
improving welfare. This is the most important study because up to now the society is still constrained by
various kinds of stumbling problems such as improving education, mastering technology, improving human
resources, improving people's economy and finally improving public health as an indicator that a country has
succeeded in following a neighboring country who went first. The main problems in this study are:
a) How is the economic, social, and cultural changes of the community due to sustainable tourism
development in the Kutuh Petulu Village of Ubud Bali?
b) How can sustainable tourism development create jobs for Balinese?
Literature Review
Some of the results of studies that have been conducted that are relevant and can be used as a reference in this
study can be stated as follows. Based on research studies about Ubud more focused on the problem of painting
and tourism.
Research Picard et al., (2006), entitled "Cultural Tourism and Cultural Tourism" (Case Study of Ubud). The
results of this study indicate that the Ubud area attracts tourists who want to see Bali in its artistic image and
ceremony. The results of the discussion showed that tourists wanted to see the original Balinese village. Every
day Ubud is flooded with hundreds of tourists who specifically come from Nusa Dua, Sanur, and Kuta to see
the painter's village. In addition, many visitors to learn the arts that have become a source of fame in the
village of Ubud, namely dance, sculpture, and painting. In conclusion, the focus of this study describes the
development of tourism and the increasing number of local artists interested in pursuing the heritage of their
ancestors to remain sustainable. Also many foreign tourists learn to dance traditional dances and
communities have even formed several dance and gambling groups in several countries.
Further research Brata et al., (2012), titled "Commodification of Telegraphs in the Globalization Era in
Ubud Village, Ubud District, Gianyar Regency." This study raises the reality that occurs in the field relating to
the problem of utilizing telecommunications which are one of the traditional open spaces into a place of
business. The swift influence of global culture entering the Ubud region has implications for the occurrence of
capitalist ideological practices within the framework of the tourism industry, such as the emergence of the
culture industry, popular culture, lifestyle, and consumerism culture (Sumadi, 2016; Indiani & Suda, 2018).
Telancing as one of the traditional open spaces experiences commodification, commercialization, and
tourism as an adaptive form following the tastes of tourists as global cultural representations that produce
new forms and meanings. The discussion shows that globalization has resulted in the teleportation function
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which is one of the characteristics of traditional open spatial identity with the values contained in it being lost,
road space is narrow, and congestion. The commodification of telecommunications in the era of globalization
is defined as how it is produced, distributed and consumed by the market. The conclusion is that
telecommunications are commercialized, traded like goods and services (traded) or commodified in various
forms or displays of economic spaces. Based on the description and discussion of the two studies above that
this study is different in terms of the parameters used and the results of the discussion.
2 Materials and Methods
Data Types and Sources
The data used in this study are:
a) Primary data, i.e. data and information obtained directly from sources/respondents. This data was
obtained by conducting interviews with several Village officials and tourism workers in the Kutuh
Petulu Village of Ubud. By using proportional sampling technique with a sample of 3 kelian banjar, 2
kelian kelang, and 22 tourism workers.
b) Secondary data, namely supporting data and information obtained from the Office of Kutuh Petulu
Village Ubud, Bali.
Research model specifications
Harrod-Domar's Economic Growth Theory in Jima et al., (1983). Economic growth is determined by high
savings and investment. If savings and investment are low, then the economic growth of the community or
country is also low. This can be found in developed and developing countries, people in developed countries
are people who have high investment which is realized in shares, danareksa, indices, and other forms of
investment. The assumption underlying this theory is that the problem of development is basically a matter of
capital investment (Hepsiba et al., 2016; Anita et al., 2018). If capital investment has developed well, then the
country's economic development will also develop well. Thus, one of the implications in the development of
the Kutuh Petulu Village in Ubud, Bali, is that the government encourages investment in investment and
makes investment flourish in Bali. The Indonesian government rests on the theory of Harrod-Domar, to create
an institution namely the National Investment because this step is considered a strategic step for economic
growth and development (Iswanto et al., 2018; Saravanadurai & Manimehalai, 2016). Development requires
structural transformation in all aspects of life, both cultural, political, social, economic and other changes.
Theories that are built related to development are very closely related to development strategies.
Development theory contains various social science approaches that attempt to deal with the problem of
underdevelopment.
The Theory of Social and Cultural Change Karl Max (1961). The theory of social and cultural change is a
natural thing and will continue as long as humans interact and socialize. Social changes and cultural changes
occur because of changes in elements in people's lives, both material and immaterial, as a way of maintaining
the balance of the people of Kutuh Petulu Ubud and adjusting to the development of dynamic times. For
example, geographic, biological, economic, or cultural elements. Social change is the main social condition that
causes social change (Brata & Pemayun, 2018; Jurgaitis, 2018). These conditions include economic,
technological, geographical or biological conditions. This condition causes changes in other aspects of social
life. Social change has a clear direction through the Kutuh Petulu Ubud community. All societies go through
the same phase sequence and start from the initial development stage to the last development. When the final
stage has been reached, the evolutionary change has ended. The most important principle of the theory of
evolution is that the stages of society originate from birth, growth, and perfection (Anike et al., 2017; Haque,
2015). Durkheim argues that evolutionary change influences the way people regulate, especially with respect
to work. Meanwhile, according to Tonnies, people change from a simple society with close and cooperative
relations, to a large type of society with special and impersonal relationships.
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Research location
The location of this research is in Kutuh Petulu Village, Ubud Bali, by observing and mapping measurable
community activities. The observation time as the object of analysis is the condition of 9 (nine) months from
January to September running in 2019. consideration of the use of 2019 was taken to facilitate the recording
of information on respondents, namely, kelian banjar, kelian adat, and tourism workers in the Kutuh Petulu
Village, Ubud Bali, Bali.
Research instruments
The instrument used in this research is descriptive research through literature surveys and field surveys and
in-depth interviews. Interviews conducted are open-ended questions and closed-ended questions.
Data analysis method
The analytical method used in this study includes several methods in accordance with the objectives of the
study are as follows:
Harrod-Domar's Economic Growth Theory in Guma (1967). Different economic growth and significant
differences in income distribution patterns in various countries in the world are phenomena that are not too
easy for economists to explain. In general, there are three issues that are most frequently discussed and
interrelated in the problem of growth, namely: world growth, country growth, and the inequality of income
level. As economic growth becomes more complex, economists have tried to develop various growth models
that try to explain why some countries are rich and some are poor. However, until now there has been no
model of economic growth that is truly powerful in explaining the factors that drive economic growth itself
without making simplifications through unrealistic assumptions in the real world. For example, why can East
Asian countries experience rapid growth (Asian Miracles) compared to other countries in the past three
decades? Why Germany and Japan could rise and experience better economic growth after World War II
ended.
A more extreme case is why countries in Africa have never been free from the problem of prolonged
poverty. Various approaches are used to analyze and obtain better results regarding factors that affect growth.
The consumption and investment sides are most often discussed. The linkages of the most basic factors of
production such as the amount of capital, the number of workers, and technological progress are also involved
in the analysis but in reality, not all cases of economic growth experienced by various countries can be
explained with the same growth model. In this case, the Harrod-Domar economic growth model is examined
by prioritizing Saving Rates and Growth. It revealed the relationship between saving rate and economic
growth with 3 focus of study: first, is trying to reveal the source of economic growth and see what positive
effects can be caused by an exogenous variable named saving rate to the level of income and growth. Second is
trying to find what factors are determinants for the creation of a saving rate that supports growth. Third, is to
find out the causal relationship between saving rate and growth. Harrod-Domar's economic growth model
places saving as a major factor in shaping economic growth. Economic growth in this model depends on
marginal propensity to save and capital-out ratio.
Karl Max Theory of Social and Cultural Change (1961). The theory of social and cultural change is a natural
thing and will continue as long as humans interact and socialize. Social changes and cultural changes occur
because of changes in elements in people's lives, both material and immaterial, as a way of maintaining the
balance of the people of Kutuh Petulu Ubud and adjusting to the development of dynamic times. For example,
geographic, biological, economic, or cultural elements. Social change is the main social condition that causes
social change. These conditions include economic, technological, geographical or biological conditions. This
condition causes changes in other aspects of social life. Social change has a clear direction through the Kutuh
Petulu Ubud community.
All societies go through the same phase sequence and start from the initial development stage to the last
development. When the final stage has been reached, the evolutionary change has ended. The most important
principle of the theory of evolution is that the stages of society originate from birth, growth, and perfection.
Durkheim argues that evolutionary change influences the way people regulate, especially with respect to
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work. Meanwhile, according to Tonnies, people change from a simple society with close and cooperative
relations, to a large type of society with special and impersonal relationships. This change always continues to
be seen from the division within the Kutuh Petulu Ubud community, individuals become alienated, as well as
socio-cultural changes to individualization and the search for power.
These symptoms have struck the people of the Kutuh Petulu Village Ubud. Besides that, Paul B. Horton
(1999) states that there are a number of weaknesses in the Theory of Evolution including the following. (1)
Data that support the determination of stages in the community into a series of stages that are often not
careful. It can be concluded that the stages of the development of the Kutuh Petulu Ubud community are
determined according to the stages that are most in accordance with this theory. (2) The sequence in the
development stage is not entirely assertive, because there are a number of Kutuh Petulu Ubud communities
that are able to go beyond a certain stage and go directly to the next stage, in other words passing through one
stage. In contrast with before, there are also groups of people who just walk backward, not going forward as
they wish. (3) His view that social change will end at its peak when the people of Kutuh Petulu Ubud have
prospered.
Observation Techniques, Interviews, Documentation Studies
Observation is carried out by making direct observations in the field so that they can see and observe more
closely about the condition of the Kutuh Village Ubud, Bali. In-depth interviews (Indept Interview) with 27
informants. Documentation studies, namely data collection techniques by taking a number of documents or
past records at the village office or relevant agencies.
3 Results and Discussions
Harrod-Domar's Economic Growth Theory in Guma (1967). Harrod-Domar's theory is an extension of Keynes's
analysis of national economic activity and the problem of labor use. Keynes's analysis is considered
incomplete because it does not address the problem of overcoming long-term economic problems. The
analysis made by Harrod and Domar aims to cover up this weakness. The theory ultimately analyzes the
following problem: "What conditions or conditions are created in the economy to ensure that from time to
time the ability to produce which always increases as a result of the investment will always be fully used? In
other words, the Harrod-Domar theory essentially tries to show the conditions needed for steady growth
which is defined as growth that will always create the full use of capital tools that will always apply in the
economy in the Kutuh Petulu Village, Ubud, Bali. Harrod and Domar maintained the opinion of previous
economists who emphasized the role of capital formation in creating economic growth. But in contrast to the
views of the Classics and Keynes, who paid attention to only one aspect of capital formation, Harrod-Domar's
theory emphasized both aspects of capital formation, in the opinion of the Classics capital formation is an
expenditure that will add to the capability of the people of the Kutuh Village Petulu Ubud Bali to increase
production.
For the classics of capital formation is an expenditure that will increase the number of capital tools in the
community of Kutuh Petulu Ubud. If this capacity increases, naturally national production and income will
increase and economic development will be created. This situation will occur because "Supply creates its own
demand" means that the increase in capital tools in the Kutuh Petulu Ubud community of Bali will
automatically create an increase in national production and economic development. Because of this belief the
classics did not pay attention, to the second function of capital formation in the economy, namely to increase
the level of expenditure in the Kutuh Petulu Ubud community. In Harrod-Domar's theory, capital formation is
seen as an expenditure that will increase the ability of an economy to produce goods, and as an expenditure
that will increase the effective demand of the entire community of Kutuh Petulu Village, Ubud.
The theory shows a fact that is ignored in Keynes’s analysis, namely, if a certain period of time number of
capital formation is carried out, then in the next period, the economy has a greater ability to produce goods
from the Kutuh Petulu Village Ubud Bali Bali. Besides that, in accordance with Keynes's opinion, HarrodDomar's theory also considers that this increase in production capability does not automatically create an
increase in production and an increase in national income. Domar considers investment to play a key role in
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the growth process and puts pressure on its dual characteristics. But Harrod considers the level of income as
the most important factor in the growth process. While Domar is in a relationship between supply and
demand for investment, Harrod, on the other hand, equates demand and supply of savings. The Harrod-Domar
theory is one theory that continues to be used and continues to be developed. This can be found in developed
and developing countries.
The Harrod-Domar theory is one theory that continues to be used and continues to be developed. This can
be found in developed and developing countries, people in developed countries are people who have a high
investment which is realized in shares, danareksa, indices, and other forms of investment. The closest example
can be seen how Singaporeans have a high level of investment compared to other countries in Southeast Asia.
The assumption underlying this theory is that the problem of development is basically a matter of capital
investment. If capital investment has developed well, then economic development in the Kutuh Village of
Ubud, Bali will also flourish. Thus, one of the implications in the development of Kutuh Petulu Ubud in
particular and Bali in general, the government encourages investment in investment and makes investment
flourish in the Kutuh Petulu Village Ubud. The Bali government rests on the theory of Harrod-Domar, to create
an institution namely the National Investment because this step is considered a strategic step for the growth
and development of the Balinese economy.
In this context, the availability of capital to create social and economic sectors in the Kutuh Petulu Village,
Ubud, Bali is a challenge for the local government to be thoroughly examined by looking at the fact that ASEAN
neighboring countries such as Malaysia, Thailand, and Philippines are far more advanced compared to
Indonesia, both economically and by increasing human resources. . Associated with social and economics, a
large investment in the tourism sector and infrastructure to support access to travel requires a very large
investment. Diversity of people from ethnic, cultural, educational level and others, requires an approach and
involvement that embraces all elements.
Of course, this requires more intensive participation from the people of the Kutuh Petulu Village Ubud and
the people of Bali. This success will become a forum for all parties who have the same concern. Social and
economic changes in the community of Kutuh Petulu Ubud will be carried out various studies and discussions
with various groups to find alternative solutions to various social and economic problems being faced. This
strategy is expected to be a partner for the government, intellectuals and business people, to provide better
policy alternatives for the interests of the Kutuh Petulu Village of Ubud and Bali in general. In addition,
Solow's Theory and Economic growth model as one of the models of economic growth provides static analysis
of how the relationship between capital accumulation, population growth, and technological development as
well as the influence of the three on the level of output production. This model provides answers to the
question why the economy in one region can grow faster than economic growth in other regions.
The Solow model shows that the saving rate is an important determinant of the capital stock under steadystate conditions. In other words, if the saving rate is high, then the economy will have large capital stock and a
high level of output, and vice versa. The basis of the Solow model is then much associated with fiscal policy.
The ongoing budget deficit can reduce savings and reduce the ability to invest in Kutuh Petulu Village Ubud. In
relation to the growth rate, according to Solow, a higher saving rate will only temporarily increase growth
until the economy reaches a new steady-state condition that is higher than before in the Kutuh Petulu Village
of Ubud. If the economy maintains a high level of saving, then it will only maintain a large capital stock and a
high level of output without maintaining a high rate of growth.
Based on the description above it can be concluded that the assumptions underlying the Harrod-Domar
theory namely the problem of development are basically a matter of capital investment. If the capital
investment has developed well, then the economic development of the Kutuh Petulu Village Ubud will also
develop well. Thus, one of the implications for development in the Kutuh Petulu Village of Ubud and Bali in
general, the government encourages investment in investment and makes investment thrive in the Kutuh
Petulu Village of Ubud. The Bali government rests on Harrod-Domar's theory until the central government
establishes an institution namely the National Investment because this step is considered a strategic step for
economic growth and development in the Kutuh Petulu Village, Ubud.
In this context, social and economic changes occur considering the swift development of tourism and
globalization which is difficult to predict. The challenges of the local and central government of Bali to be
carefully examined with the rapid development of ASEAN countries such as Malaysia, Thailand and the
Philippines are far more advanced compared to Bali and Indonesia in terms of both economy and human
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resource development. Large investment in the Kutuh Petulu Village Ubud to build facilities and infrastructure
to support access to the flow of goods and services quickly to the destination. The diversity of the Kutuh
Petulu Ubud community from ethnic, cultural, educational level and others, requires an approach and
involvement that embraces all elements. Of course this requires more intensive participation from the people
of the Kutuh Petulu Village Ubud and the people of Bali.
Karl Max Theory of Social and Cultural Change in (1961). The theory of social and cultural change is a
natural thing and will continue as long as humans interact and socialize. Social changes and cultural changes
occur because of changes in elements in people's lives, both material and immaterial, as a way of maintaining
the balance of the people of Kutuh Petulu Ubud and adjusting to the development of dynamic times. For
example, geographic, biological, economic, or cultural elements. Social change is the main social condition that
causes social change. These conditions include economic, technological, geographical or biological conditions.
This condition causes changes in other aspects of social life. Social change has a clear direction through the
Kutuh Petulu Ubud community.
All societies go through the same phase sequence and start from the initial development stage to the last
development. When the final stage has been reached, the evolutionary change has ended. The most important
principle of the theory of evolution is that the stages of society originate from birth, growth, and perfection.
Durkheim argues that evolutionary change influences the way people regulate, especially with respect to
work. Meanwhile, according to Tonnies, people change from a simple society with close and cooperative
relations, to a large type of society with special and impersonal relationships. This change always continues to
be seen from the division within the Kutuh Petulu Ubud community, individuals become alienated, as well as
socio-cultural changes to individualization and the search for power. These symptoms have struck the people
of the Kutuh Petulu Village Ubud.
Besides that, Paul B. Horton (2007), states that there are a number of weaknesses in the Theory of
Evolution including the following. (1) Data that support the determination of stages in the community into a
series of stages that are often not careful. It can be concluded that the stages of the development of the Kutuh
Petulu Ubud community are determined according to the stages that are most in accordance with this theory.
(2) The sequence in the development stage is not entirely assertive, because there are a number of Kutuh
Petulu Ubud communities that are able to go beyond a certain stage and go directly to the next stage, in other
words passing through one stage. In contrast with before, there are also groups of people who just walk
backward, not going forward as they wish. (3) His view that social change will end at its peak when the people
of Kutuh Petulu Ubud have prospered. Whereas conflict theory explains that conflict originates from class
disputes between groups that control capital or government with materially oppressed groups, thus leading to
social change.
The most important source of social change in this perspective is social class conflict in the Kutuh Petulu
Ubud community. This perspective has the principle that social conflict and social change are things that are
always attached to the structure of the Kutuh Petulu Ubud community. This theory is based on Karl Marx's
thought that social class conflict is the most important and influential source of all social change. Furthermore,
Functional Theory assumes that every element of the community of Kutuh Petulu Ubud gives functions to
other elements of society. Changes that occur in the Klutuh Petulu Ubud community will also cause changes in
other parts. The concept of culture shock is explained by social change within a functional framework,
although elements of the Kutuh Petulu Ubud Bali community are interconnected with one another, some
elements can change very quickly, while others do not. Such delays create social and cultural divisions
between rapidly changing elements and slow elements. This gap will cause social and cultural shock to the
people of Kutuh Petulu Ubud.
The last one, Cycle Theory, has an interesting perspective in seeing social change because it assumes that
social change cannot be fully controlled by anyone, even skilled people. In every Kutuh Petulu Ubud
community, there are cycles that must be followed. The rise and decline of civilization (culture) are inevitable
and social change is not always good.
From the discussion above it can be concluded that each community of Kutuh Petulu Ubud evolved
through four stages of development such as human growth, namely childhood, adolescence, adulthood, old
age. Based on the description above it can be said that the most important source of social change in this
perspective is social class conflict in the Kutuh Petulu Ubud community. Social conflict and social change are
things that are always attached to the structure of the people of Kutuh Petulu Ubud. This theory is based on
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Karl Marx's thought that social class conflict is the most important and influential source of all social changes
in the Kutuh Petulu Village Ubud. Social change assumes that social change cannot be fully controlled by
anyone, even skilled people.
In implementing social and cultural changes, the people of Kutuh Petulu Ubud Village can be informed as
follows: (1) Kinship System, The principle of the descendants of the people of Ubud, especially those who are
Hindu, based on patrilineal principles, namely kinship relations through men or referred to by the term
purusa. This results in that for every individual in the Kutuh Petulu Ubud community all his father's relatives
fall within the boundaries of his kinship. Such a pattern applies in the case of inheritance, whereas in other
aspects of life such as attending prayers in a family-owned temple (pura dadie or paibon) it is permissible for
men even though it is done in the temple dadia of the mother and wife's family environment. As with the
Balinese community in general, in the Kutuh Petulu Ubud community, there are three kinds of kinship groups.
The smallest group is called the nuclear family which in the Kutuh Petulu Ubud community is called paon or
roban or also called pekurenan.
According to Bagus (1979) the formation of this kinship group as a result of marriage was formed in the
community of Kutuh Petulu Ubud Bali, a kinship group which is an economic unit that lives from one kitchen
(paon). This social unity in Bali is called family or pekurenan, which can be simple, consisting of parents and
unmarried children and can be more complex, consisting of more than one wife (polygamy) with their
children unmarried. Usually this wife's family lives in one housing estate and is separated only by occupying
buildings (bale) only. The second kinship group in the larger Kutuh Petulu Ubud community is a form of
carving. This kinship group is the same as what Koentjaraningrat refers to as a virilocal extended family
(Danandjaya, 1987).
This kinship group lives together in a housing estate consisting of several nuclear families, also known as
extended families (Bagus, 1979). The kinship group, called carving or rock, in addition to being made up of
several families also lives in a single building that is usually marked or bounded by a sliding wall. In relation to
the yard and the settled system of the Kutuh Petulu Ubud community, it is not only related to the community
system. For the people of Kutuh Petulu Ubud, the plots of land they occupy are divided into two parts, namely
the village plots where the plots of land belonging to the village and the second is the plots of land outside the
main village which are generally private property of each family occupying the plots. Usually the private
property is called a fertility reef and the village property is called a village reef. Furthermore, the third-largest
kinship group is dadia. This group can be likened to what Koentjaraningrat calls minimal lineage (Danadjaya,
2009).
This dadia is a group of kinship consisting of a combination of households (kinship of corals) who feel they
are from one ancestor and are bound to one another through only male lineage. In the Kutuh Petulu Village
Ubud there are quite a number of kinship groups of dadia or apaibon whose citizens average between five and
one hundred and twenty households.
4 Conclusion
First, the development of sustainable tourism in the Kutuh Petulu Village Ubud, Bali, towards economic
development, including the creation of jobs, sources of foreign exchange and the distribution of spiritual
development. Conversely, the negative influence of tourism, namely (1) Easily subject to economic attacks
(vulnerability) means that the tourism sector is very sensitive to the occurrence of world political and
economic fluctuations. (2) There is a time allocation for the tourism sector, namely low season and high
season or low season and crowded season. (3) The development of tourism causes the conversion of
agricultural land into Villas, Restaurants, Hotels and other tourism facilities.
Second, the development of the tourism sector affects the social and cultural life of the people due to global
touristification. The social and cultural life of the people of Kutuh Petulu Village in Ubud is due to the swift
influences of tourists who come into direct contact with the way they dress, patterns of life that mimic
western styles. In terms of culture, many sacred dances have become provan because the insistence of foreign
tour operator operators wants sales of tour destinations to increase in accordance with the progress of the
western economy.
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Findings
The development of sustainable tourism can expand employment opportunities for young people both in rural
and urban areas. Tourism is very sensitive to global economic and political development which is difficult to
predict. Therefore, it must be prepared early to overcome it more quickly.
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